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Steve Wozniak with an Apple 2e, c. mid-1980s

The Digital Age started in earnest when personal computers broke into the
mass market in the early 1980s. Strong monopolistic tendencies in these new
market (eg Microsoft Windows gaining over 90% market share) fuelled an influx
of wealth into the financial markets. that also were growing rapidly in volumes
due to impact of digitalized communication
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Bill Gates early 1990s with a clunky portable (still not called laptops).

The enormous profits from Windows catapulted Bill Gates, one of the two
founders of Microsoft, into one of the first digital era billionaires and
subsequently the world’s richest man.
Let’s first look into how the general function of monopolistic competition
works.
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Highway 407, running through a heavily congested metropolitan
area, is a classic case of an unregulated monopolistic competitor.

Rates was recently raised, once again. Before Feb 1, 2015 they were:

Rates after Feb 1, 2015

Revenue for 2013 was $801.2m, yielding a net income of $248.7m, a 30%
profit. Not bad, but not enough. Prices went up 10-15% in 2015, way above
inflation. Nor is the raise based on costs that mainly are fixed. The new
rates are quite simply testing the inelasticity of the demand function.

Aggregate supply-demand schedule

Market clearing
equilibrium point

The theory of deadweight loss created by consumption taxes can also be
applied to the monopoly market. The tax revenue square is now transformed
into additional producers surplus, which means it has become monopolistic
profits. However, instead of a tax revenue that pays for public expenditures
that compensates society for the reduced consumption of the given good, the
sum is now monopolists profits which create no social benefits to society.

Understanding elasticity of demand (EOD)
When inelastic, a price increase causes only a small quantity loss, which
means that aggregate profit goes up. Conversely, lowering prices lead to
losses since only small gains in quantities sold will occur.
If prices are the elastic zone, a price increase will cause a large loss in
quantities sold. Now lowering prices is the right way to boost profits.
EOD are often determined by the availability of substitution.
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Monopolistic competition, exhibit A: junction between Hwy 403 and the 407
tool road in Western Mississauga. Notice that no cars are in the lanes to the
left that connects to 407. The QEW that 407 should relieve is as busy as ever.
In public ownership, the 407 would be either free or modestly priced in order
to maximize the social benefit of extra capacity (we here ignore the
discussion about the general social usefulness of cars versus other options).
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A basic conditions that creates monopolistic competition is product
differentiation, the natural difference between products that results from
difference in production processes. However, modern companies use
marketing to enhance people’s perception of differences, such as creating
brand loyalties that ideally link the products to social status perceptions.
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In markets for digital products, monopolistic consolidation and market
dominance can develop very quickly. This is due to tendencies of node
convergence: the tendency for buyers in a market to prefer well-known
locations. In virtual products, such as Twitter, Facebook, etc., convergence is
created by the fact that the size of an already existing customer base is
considered a key product quality. This lead to high inelasticities, and thus
ability to mark-up prices exponentially (often prices for ad placements).
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They always pretend their goals are to provide friendly services
for you and me. The reality is the opposite: the new networks
connect us to a mass of trivialities, which functions as a cover for
the manufacture of paid-for public opinions. Further, it has
created a new threat to democracy, posed by back-door software
that can be used as a new powerful avenues of surveillance.

The self-reinforcing market power created by the tendencies of digital
technologies to develop node convergence has impacted all markets; including
in financial and entertainment sectors.
Moreover, the heightened power of concentrations is not only economic, but
spills over into both social and political segments of society, creating a new
type of power structures where all these elements coalesce.
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The symbolic feast of the new power structures is the yearly World Economic
Forum held in the picturesque town of Davos, high in the Swiss Alps.
During the 2015 session, 2500 global ‘leaders’, representing business,
government and increasingly also entertainment celebrities, debated themes
such as threat of climate change and rising global economic inequality.
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Behind the facade of catchy phrases a breathtaking level of hypocrisy reveals
itself. For instance, the participants flew into Davos in 1700 private planes!
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Fuzzy words of wisdom dispensed about the need
to stem the rising global economic inequalities.
Though, it’s not me who has to renounce anything.
And hey journalists, be sure to take my picture!
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Carney with IMF’s Lagarde

Our own Mark Carney divulged he had discovered something: “Some tech
companies take advantage of international tax rules. The amount of tax they
pay is small in relation to the system.“ Wow! And the top folks of tech
companies such a Yahoo, Google and Facebook were all in Davos to listen.
Carney’ solution? “A sense of responsibility is needed.” Good luck with that.
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With greetings from Femen
The only sane voice in Davos
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